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Ultra-Thin with Wide Capabilities
Ultra thin flat panel monitors like those in Samsung’s 9000 series have
reduced size without reducing function. Measuring in at just 0.31 inches
deep, the ultra-thin monitor blends harmoniously into its surroundings
when not in use. The miniscule diameter also keeps the weight under 50
pounds making it easier to mount on walls without needing reinforcement.
Despite it’s unbelievably thin design, it offers a 55 inch display capable of
cinema-quality 3D video. It is also one of Samsung’s Smart TVs meaning
viewers can use their TV to surf the web, chat with friends, download apps
and access virtually any online content.

Actual width from front
of screen to back

Other manufacturers such as Panasonic also offer ultra thin flat panel
monitors with many of their Viera Televisions being only a little over an inch
in diameter. Like the Samsung 9000 series, the Viera Televisions are 3D
capable and allow for an interactive TV experience with online
connectivity. While the monitors themselves are becoming thinner, the
wide array of abilities is becoming limitless.

Samsung 9000 Series
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Ensuring Visibility with Widescreen
Wide aspect ratio monitors,
like the one seen here at
DJ’s Dugout in Downtown
Omaha, NE, provide a clear
image large enough for
everyone to see. While this
screen is mounted, wide
aspect ratio screens can be
rented for conventions,
meetings, weddings and any
other event.

Incorporating visual displays can benefit almost any event, but it can also create frustrations if not done
effectively. Visibility issues can greatly reduce the impact of displayed content and cause irritation among
event attendees. Choosing a wide aspect ratio screen for your event can help alleviate many visibility issues
by providing a larger and more viewable image.
Whether showing videos at a wedding, a PowerPoint presentation at a meeting or a speech at a
conference, the message becomes ineffective if it cannot be clearly seen. A wide aspect ratio screen not only
increases visibility, but eliminates distracting scrolling and screen changes by allowing more content on the
screen. They are better for viewing panoramic digital photographs and also help eliminate the cumbersome
blank border that surrounds regular screens. Wide aspect ratio screens are also ideal for showing DVD videos
as widescreen is most commonly filmmakers’ format of choice.
Contact CONCEPTS AV Integration and speak with our rental department to ensure that, no matter what the
event, your message is being seen.
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